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What are the differences in user experience between the desktop and the mobile device?

I have pondered this question and come up with only basic and obvious answers, so I wanted to get an expert perspective. Imagine my delight when Jakob Nielsen of the 

Norman Group (http://www.nngroup.com) agreed to speak with me. A founder of usability (http://en.wikipedia.or

understanding of human-computer interaction. He’s one of my personal heroes. (Apparently I am not alone. I bragged on Facebook that I had interviewed him and got nine comments

and five likes within minutes!)

First, I asked Nielsen to confirm my basic and obvious premise, that good usability is even more important for apps and mobile sites than for the desktop experience. Nielsen asserted

that usability is important for everything, but life-or-death for low commitment experiences. If you buy a TV

purchase, you will take the time to figure it out. For a mobile site, the user has no commitment and other options ar

For apps, the commitment is somewhat greater, since the user typically selects and downloads it, but it is still minimal. Nielsen said that when he and his team do usability testing for

mobile, participants use their own phones rather than lab equipment. One of the first things the interviewer does is ask the participant to show what’

confirm, users have apps they’ve used only once or forget downloading in the first place. While well-done push notifications

(http://www.clickz.com/clickz/column/2093735/confessions-push-notification-convert) can help over

In addition to the lack of commitment, there is a lack of focus. As I emphasize in “Mobile 101 training

whatever your customers are doing on their phone, it is not their primary activity. They may be shopping and checking in, watching TV and monitoring sports scor

texting, but whatever the mobile activity, it is secondary.

In the app vs. site debate, Nielsen votes for the app, due to its faster speed and ability to take advantage of featur

enough customers and resources, do an app,” says Nielsen. (See also this great resource from the Global Intelligence Alliance, “

(http://www.globalintelligence.com/insights-analysis/white-papers/native-or-web-application-how-best-to-deliver

cont/GIA%20Industry%20White%20Paper%202_2010_Native%20or%20Web%20App_How%20Best%20to%20Deliver%20Content%20and%20Services%20to%20Y

What are the biggest mistakes companies make when building their sites and apps?

1. Making it difficult to touch and manipulate. As Nielsen explains, your eyes are more agile than your fingers. Y

recommends using larger touch targets.

2. Trying to do too much. Those responsible for the mobile UE must be ruthless when fighting inter

everything is prominent, nothing is prominent, so eliminate the nice-to-have.

Nielsen argues for fewer commands and a few basics on first screen. Use progressive disclosure to build the experience, rather than try to put every option up fr

better if each is simple and focused. Include a button to full site for those who need more content than makes sense for the mobile version.
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Effective app marketing is not about generating app page traffic, but rather about ensuring your app is discover

regularly.
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Shell has switched its corporate marketing from 80% traditional advertising to 85% digital media, and has stopped blowing its own trumpet in or

about the alternative energy start-ups it helps.
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It's just something I feel. May sound stupid but it is what it is. I have wanted to do what I am doing now

now. I'm determined and when I want something I get it. I have studied a lot and now it's a matter
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Great article, I would only add that one of the most powerful ABM tools is complete website personalization, so that you can make one of your biggest marketing assets (your

website) entirely personalized to the high value accounts you're pursuing, not just a single...
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Interesting article. I preferred Pulse when it wasn't purchased by LinkedIn and it was less pr
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Video on mobile has definitely come a long way. Having responsive videos to fit the many sizes of mobile phones is definitely an advantage. Although, I noticed that video

backgrounds are still lagging given that many developers will opt for a static vs moving backgr
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Email marketing won't get old anytime soon and with tips like that it can only get more effective. I've noticed that softwar

towards marketing automation rather than email automation.
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Hey Margaret, I am working on an eCommerce store email campaign and product they are selling r

timing ? Is it good to send email after such a longer period ? Thanks for putting together this helpful...
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Hey Nicolas Henin, things are simple just learn to communicate with YT bots and your video should get decent traffic...
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Is your email marketing technology ready for the future?
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Industry experts say AI and machine learning will revolutionize email marketing. From self-running campaigns to clairvoyant customer insights, the hype is building. But is your

marketing technology ready to deliver?
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